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Abstract

Ad hoc groups, such as peer-to-peer (P2P) systems and
mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) represent recent tech-
nological advancements. They support low-cost, scalable
and fault-tolerant computing and communication. Since such
groups do not require any pre-deployed infrastructure or any
trusted centralized authority they have many valuable appli-
cations in military and commercial settings as well as in emer-
gency and rescue operations. However, due to lack of cen-
tralized control, ad hoc groups are inherently insecure and
vulnerable to attacks from both within and outside the group.

Decentralized access control is the fundamental security
service for ad hoc groups. It is needed not only to prevent
unauthorized nodes from becoming members but also to boot-
strap other security services such as key management. In this
paper, we survey a number of practical distributed access con-
trol mechanisms based on various flavors of threshold signa-
tures.

1 Introduction

Ad hoc groups, such as peer-to-peer (P2P) systems and
mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs), are very popular in
today’s computing, especially in the research community.
They lack infrastructure and do not need any trusted author-
ity. Moreover, they are inherently scalable and fault tolerant.
Such characteristics find many interesting applications in mil-
itary and commercial settings as well as in emergency and
rescue operations. However, their open nature and lack of
centralized control result in some security challenges.

The security research community recognized the need for
specialized security services in ad hoc groups. Access Control
is particularly important since most other traditional security
are based upon it. In this context, an access control mecha-
nism must prevent unauthorized nodes from becoming a part
of the group and to establish trust among members in the ab-
sence of a trusted authority. Access control is also essential to
bootstrap other security services, such as group key manage-

ment and secure routing.

Zhou and Haas [35] first suggested using threshold cryp-
tography [35] to secure mobile ad hoc networks. Their intu-
ition was to distribute trust among the nodes of the network
such that no less than a certain threshold of nodes are trusted.
They proposed a distributed certification authority (CA) [13]
which issues certificates (using some threshold signature [7]
protocol) to the nodes joining the network. Certificates enable
the nodes to communicate with each other in a secure and au-
thenticated manner. This work also led to the development
of COCA [36], an online certification authority for wired net-
works. Although attractive, this idea is not applicable to ad
hoc groups. Their approach is hierarchical: only select nodes
can serve as part of the certification authority and thus take
part in admission decisions. Moreover, contacting the dis-
tributed CA nodes in a MANET setting is difficult since such
nodes might be many hops away.

Luo, et al. considered the same problem in [22] and Kong,
et al. in [20, 19] as well as [23, 21]. This body of work pro-
posed a set of protocols for ubiquitous and robust access con-
trol in MANETs. They amended the model of Zhou and Haas
to allow every member to participate in access control deci-
sions, thus maintaining the true “peer” nature of ad hoc groups
and providing increased availability. Unfortunately, this oth-
erwise elegant scheme has been shown to be insecure [24, 16].

Recently, Kim, et al. [17] developed a group admission
control framework based on a menu of cryptographic tech-
niques. This framework classifies group admission policy ac-
cording to the entity (or entities) making admission decisions.
The classification included simple admission control policies,
such as static ACL (Access Control List)- or attribute-based
admission, as well as admission based on the decision of a
fixed entity: external (e.g., a CA or a TTP) or internal (e.g.,
a group founder). Such simple policies are relatively easy
to support and do not present much of a technical challenge.
However, they are inflexible and ultimately unsuitable for dy-
namic ad hoc networks. Static ACLs enumerate all possible
members and hence cannot support truly dynamic member-
ship (although they work well for closed networks). Admis-
sion decisions made by a TTP or a group founder violate the
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peer nature of the underlying ad hoc group.
In this paper, we consider several decentralized access con-

trol mechanisms that employ threshold cryptography (more
specifically, threshold signatures). We also propose a new ac-
cess control mechanism based on a provably secure threshold
Schnorr signature scheme [12].

Organization: Section 2 overviews the generic group access
control protocol. Sections 3-6 discuss the use of various types
of threshold signatures in building effective decentralized ac-
cess control mechanisms. Then, all proposed mechanisms are
evaluated and compared based on the basis of features and
efficiency factors in Section 7.

2 Group Access Control

(t + 1, n) threshold cryptography employs the secret shar-
ing of the group secret among n members in such a manner
that any set of t+1 members can recover the group secret and
perform a cryptographic operation jointly.

A threshold signature scheme [7] enables any subgroup of
t + 1 members in a group to collaboratively sign messages on
behalf of that group. This is achieved by secret-sharing the
signature key among the group members, and allowing them
to compute a signature on some message via a distributed pro-
tocol in which the members use the shares of the signature key
instead of the key itself. Threshold signature schemes can tol-
erate up to t corruptions in the whole lifetime of the system.

The idea of threshold signatures applies directly to build
access control mechanisms by making collaborative deci-
sions. Next, we overview a generic access control protocol.

Access Control Protocol Overview. The access control
mechanism is initiated by a prospective member (or node) or
an ”applicant”. At the end, given that enough honest mem-
bers (or nodes) (≥ t + 1) approve admission, the applicant
becomes a member of the group (or network) and possesses
its group membership certificate.
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Figure 1. Access Control

Step 0. Bootstrapping: A prospective member Mnew obtains
the group charter [17] which contains admission policies and

various security parameters out of band and then the infor-
mation of current group size from some bootstrap node. This
process is performed only once per admission.

Step 1. Certification Request: Mnew initiates the protocol by
sending a signed certification request (GMC REQ) message to
the group. GMC REQ includes the name of the group and the
usual fields, such as issuance time and the validity interval. It
may reference Mnew’s identity PKC PKCnew. Alternatively,
or additionally, it may also contain a distinct public key (for
which Mnew knows the corresponding secret key) to be used
as Mnew’s unique security credential within the group. How
this request is sent to the group is application-dependent.

Step 2. Admission Decision: Upon receipt of GMC REQ, a
group member Mi first extracts the sender’s PKCnew and
verifies the signature. If Mi approves of admission, it replies
with a signed vote votei (or a partial signature) on GMC REQ
message and its group membership certificate GMCi. Sev-
eral signature schemes (as will be described in following sec-
tions) can be used for this purpose. Note that, depending on
the underlying signature scheme, this step may involve multi-
ple rounds and/or co-ordination among signing members.

Step 3. GMC Issuance1: On receiving k (≥ t + 1) messages
in the above step, Mnew randomly selects t + 1 out of k of
these sponsoring members, validates the membership of se-
lected Mi-s by asserting the correctness of the corresponding
GMCi-s, verifies the individual votes, and, from them, com-
poses its own GMCnew .

Various flavors of threshold signatures exist in literature:
RSA based, DSA based, Schnorr based and more recently,
BLS [5] based. However, known provably secure threshold
RSA signatures do not yield access control mechanisms for
ad hoc networks. We begin by carefully considering various
threshold RSA schemes and explain why they are not appli-
cable for access control in ad hoc networks.

3 Threshold RSA Signatures

Schemes by Frankel et al. [9, 10] and Rabin [28]. The
currently known provably secure threshold RSA signature
schemes, two schemes by Frankel, et al. [9, 10] and a scheme
by Rabin [28], are not easily applicable for access control in
ad hoc networks. In particular, the RSA signature scheme of
[9] is practical only for small networks, while in the other two
provably secure threshold RSA schemes known today [10, 28]
(which employ additive secret sharing as opposed to poly-
nomial secret sharing of [31]) the members participating in
the threshold signature protocol need to reconstruct the secret
shares of the nodes that are currently inaccessible to them. In
this way both protocols essentially equate a temporarily inac-
cessible node with a corrupt one, whose secrets might just as

1The joining member must also be issued its share of the secret signing
key (so that it can participate in future admission decisions). This process,
referred to as partial secret share shuffling is described in [20]. We denote
the shuffled partial share provided by member M i to Mnew by pssi(idnew).
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well be reconstructed. This is an undesirable feature for asyn-
chronous ad hoc networks where members are often inacces-
sible to one another. In such settings we need to enable iso-
lated but large enough subgroups of nodes to operate without
reconstructing everyone else’s secrets. COCA [36] employs
a modified version of Rabin’s RSA scheme which overcomes
this problem of availability. However, this scheme, which is
based on combinatorial secret sharing as opposed to the addi-
tive sharing of Rabin, is applicable only for small networks,
because in large networks the number of combinations (n

t )
becomes intractable.

Scheme by Shoup [32]. Another well known and more re-
cent provably secure threshold RSA scheme was proposed
by Shoup [32]. This scheme is more elegant than the ones
discussed above because the signature generation and veri-
fication is fully non-interactive and it also avoids the inac-
cessibility problem by employing the polynomial (t + 1, n)
secret sharing of Shamir [31]. However, since the secret shar-
ing is performed over secret modulo φ(N) (unlike over pub-
licly known integers in the schemes discussed above), it is not
possible for the nodes in the network to provide a new node
with its secret share in the access control protocol. Moreover,
Shoup’s scheme requires a trusted dealer to generate the RSA
keys which is an undesirable feature in an ad hoc network.
Boneh and Franklin [4] developed a method to generate an
RSA modulus in a distributed fashion. Alas, it might not be
possible to use this method, since Shoup’s scheme require that
the common RSA modulus N be a product of two safe primes.
(Informally, a large prime p is safe if p = 2q + 1 where q

is itself a large prime.) Furthermore, we believe that using
any method to generate RSA keys in a distributed manner in-
volves prohibitively high communication and/or computation
overhead which severely impacts the practicality of such tech-
niques in many group setting (such as MANETs).

4 Threshold DSA based Access Control

In this section, we describe the access control mechanism
(referred to as TS-DSA) [24, 29] based on the threshold DSA
scheme [11] of Gennaro, et al.

TS-DSA can be initialized by either: (1) a trusted dealer or
(2) a group of 3t + 1 or more founding members.

4.1 Setup

INITIALIZATION BY DEALER. The trusted dealer generates
the system parameters (p, q, g), selects a random polynomial
f(z) = f0 + f1z + · · · + ftz

t over Zq of degree t, such
that the group secret is f(0) = f0 = x. In order to en-
able verifiable secret sharing, VSS in short, (refer to [8]), the
dealer computes and publishes the witnesses Wi = gfi for
(i = 0, · · · , t). The witness value W0 = gx, also denoted
by y, is actually the group public key. Next, for each Mi, the
dealer computes the secret share ssi such that ssi = f(idi)

(mod q) and issues the group membership certificate GMCi.
Note that the dealer is not required hereafter.
SELF-INITIALIZATION BY FOUNDING MEMBERS. The
founding members Mi(|i| ≥ 3t + 1) select individual poly-
nomials fi(z) over Zq of degree t, such that fi0 = xi.
Then, using the joint secret sharing (JSS) protocol (refer to
[26]), each Mi computes its own secret share ssi, such that
ssi =

∑l

j=1 fj(idi) (mod q) (|l| ≥ 3t + 1). Also, the
dealing process supports VSS. Now, in order to provide each
member with a membership certificate, any set of 2t + 1
founding members must collaborate.

4.2 Admission Process
Let n (≥ 3t + 1) be the number of current group mem-

bers. The prospective member Mnew invokes the admission
process described in section 2. The first three steps of the pro-
tocol are exactly the same as in section 2 (with the admission
threshold 2t + 1), the remaining steps are described in the
following.

Mnew →Mi: m, Snew(m), PKCnew (1)
Mnew ←Mi: GMCi (2)
Mnew →Mj : SLnew (3)
Mnew ←Mj : uj , vj (4)
Mnew →Mj : r (5)
Mnew ←Mj : votej , pssj(idnew) (6)

m=GMC REQnew

votej = kj(m + ssjr) mod q

Figure 2. TS-DSA Admission Protocol

1. Each Mj randomly chooses a polynomial kj(z), aj(z)
in Zq of degree t. Mj computes kj(i) and aj(i) for all
signers Mi(i = 1, · · · , 2t + 1) in SLnew, and then dis-
tributes kj(i) and aj(i) to all co-signers. After receiving
the partial shares from other co-signers, Mj computes
kj and aj such that kj = k(j) =

∑2t+1
l=1 kl(j), aj =

a(j) =
∑2t+1

l=1 al(j) (mod q). Then, Mj computes
uj and vj such that uj = kj · aj (mod q), vj = gaj

(mod p), and sends uj and vj back to Mnew.

2. Mnew now computes u and v such that u =∑2t+1
j=1 uj lj(0) (mod q) (lj(0) is the Lagrange’s inter-

polation polynomial computed at point 0) which finally
equals to ka (mod q), v =

∏2t+1
j=1 (vj)

lj(0) (mod p)
which equals ga (mod p). Next, Mnew computes the in-
verse u−1 (mod q) and finally computes r as r = (vu−1

mod p) mod q which equals (gk−1

mod p) mod q.
Then, Mnew sends r to Mj .

3. Mj computes partial signature votej such that votej =
kj(m + ssjr) mod q, where m is information derived
from the GMC REQnew. Then, Mj sends votej to
Mnew.

4. Mnew computes the complete signature s such that s =∑2t+1
j=1 votej · lj(0) (mod q) which equals k(m + xr)
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(mod q). Mnew verifies the signature by using the equa-
tion gm·s−1

· yr·s−1

= r (mod p)i. In case this veri-
fication fails, Mnew verifies the validity of each votej

by using the equation gm·vote
−1

j · y
R·vote

−1

j

j = gk
−1

j

(mod p), and in the process traces the malicious group
member. Here yj = gssj (mod p), which can be calcu-

lated using VSS. gk
−1

j (mod p) can be similarly com-
puted using the public witnesses of the polynomials
kj(z)-s which will be broadcast by the members Mj-s
in the step (1) above.

5 Threshold BLS based Access Control

We now describe the access control mechanism (referred
to as TS-BLS) based on the threshold BLS [5] scheme of [3].
The identity-based version of this scheme appeared in [30].

5.1 Setup

Similar to the TS-DSA, TS-BLS can also be initialized by
either: (1) a trusted dealer or (2) a group of 2t + 1 or more
founding members.

In either case, the dealer or the founding members first ini-
tialize and generate the appropriate elliptic curve domain pa-
rameters (p, Fp, a, b, A, q). G1 is set to be a group of order
q generated by A, G2 is a subgroup of F∗

p2 of order q, and
ê : G1 ×G1 → G2 is defined to be a public bilinear mapping.
Also, H1 : {0, 1}∗ → G∗

1 is the hash function that maps bi-
nary strings to non–zero points in G1. All of this information
is published and all group members (as well as prospective
members) are assumed to have access to it.

The set-up procedure is exactly the same as in TS-DSA
(refer to section 4.1). Only difference is that the VSS opera-
tions are performed in the elliptic curve domain and threshold
BLS signing is used to issue certificates.

5.2 Admission Process

Let n(≥ 2t + 1) be the number of current group mem-
bers. The prospective member Mnew invokes the admission
process. The first three steps of the protocol are exactly the
same as in section 2, the remaining steps are described in the
following.

Mnew →Mi: m, Snew(m), PKCnew (1)
Mnew ←Mi: GMCi (2)
Mnew →Mj : SLnew (3)
Mnew ←Mj : votej , pssj(idnew) (4)

m=GMC REQnew

votej = ssjH1(m)

Figure 3. TS-BLS Admission Protocol

1. Mj produces the signature on message m as votej =
ssjH1(m) and sends it to Mnew.

2. Mnew recovers the threshold signature s as s =∑t

j=1 votej lj(0). Mnew then verifies the correctness
of s by checking ê(s, A) = ê(H1(m), y) (recall that
y = xA is the group public key here). On failure of
this verification, Mnew traces the faulty member(s) by
verifying the correctness of each votej as ê(votej , A) =
ê(H1(m), yj). Each yj = ssjA can be computed using
the public witness values as in VSS.

6 Threshold Schnorr based Access Control

In this section, we propose the access control mechanism
(referred to as TS-Schnorr) based on the threshold Schnorr
scheme [12].

6.1 Setup
TS-Schnorr can be initialized by either: (1) a trusted dealer

or (2) a group of 2t + 1 or more founding members. In either
case, the set-up procedure is exactly the same as in TS-DSA
(refer to section 4.1). Here the admission threshold is t + 1.

6.2 Admission Process
Let n (≥ 2t + 1) be the number of current group mem-

bers. The prospective member Mnew invokes the admission
process described in section 2. The first three steps of the pro-
tocol are exactly the same as in section 2, the remaining steps
are described in the following.

Mnew →Mi: m, Snew(m), PKCnew (1)
Mnew ←Mi: GMCi (2)
Mnew →Mj : SLnew (3)
Mnew ←Mj : votej , pssj(idnew) (4)

m=GMC REQnew

votej = kj + c.ssj (mod q), c = H(m||r)

Figure 4. TS-Schnorr Admission Protocol

1. Each Mj randomly chooses a polynomial kj(z) in Zq

of degree t. Mj computes kj(i) for all signers Mi(i =
1, · · · , t + 1) in SLnew, and then distributes kj(i) to all
co-signers. After receiving the partial shares from other
co-signers, Mj computes kj such that kj = k(j) =
∑t+1

l=1 kl(j) (mod q). Each Mj then computes r =
∏t

l=1 rj
lj(0) (mod p), where rj = gkj (mod p) values

are computed using the broadcast public witnesses (as
in VSS) of the polynomials kj(z)-s. Mj then computes
c = H(m||r), the signature votej such that votej =
kj + c · ssj (mod q), and sends it to Mnew.

2. Mnew first computes r =
∏t

l=1 rj
lj(0) (mod p), where

rj = gkj (mod p) values are computed using the pub-
lic witnesses (as in VSS) of the polynomials kj(z)-s.
Mnew then computes c = H(m||r) and interpolates the
threshold signature s such that s =

∑t+1
j=1 votej · lj(0)
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(mod q) which equals k + cx (mod q). Mnew verifies
the signature by using the equation gs = ryc (mod p).
In case this verification fails, Mnew verifies the valid-
ity of each votej by using the equation gvotej = gkj yj

c

(mod p), and in the process traces the malicious group
member(s). Here yj = gssj (mod p), which is calcu-
lated using VSS.

7 Comparison

The access control mechanisms discussed thus far offer
very different alternatives for ad hoc networks. The security
of both TS-DSA and TS-Schnorr is based on discrete loga-
rithm problem (DLP) and inherently the generation of a ran-
dom value (and in turn interaction) among signers is required,
while the security of TS-BLS is based on elliptic curve discrete
logarithm problem (ECDLP) and has a fully non-interactive
signature generation.

Table 1 compares the respective computation and commu-
nication costs required for a new node to join the network.
With TS-DSA, 2t + 1 signers are required in order to be able
to tolerate t faults, while t + 1 partial shares are needed to
reconstruct the secret share for joining. Both TS-Schnorr and
TS-BLS schemes require t + 1 partial signatures as well as
partial shares. Note that the partial signature with TS-BLS
is constructed using elliptic curve operations which are rela-
tively costly.

As for the communication cost, with TS-DSA, new mem-
ber must contact 2t+1 existing members for signature recon-
struction and t+1 members out of 2t+1 of these committing
members for new share acquisition. For this share compu-
tation, t + 1 designated members should securely communi-
cate among themselves due to a secret share shuffling [20]
which requires (t+1)t extra rounds. Note that shuffling tech-
nique is required in all other schemes too. Since admission
protocol requires 6 rounds with TS-DSA, the total communi-
cation rounds are (2t + 1) ∗ 6 + (t + 1)t = t2 + 13t + 6.
Also the bandwidth used with TS-DSA admission protocol is
given by the sizes of 2t + 1 partial signatures, t + 1 partial
shares, and (t+1)t random numbers. Assuming the signature
key size to be 1024 bits, the bandwidth requirement is more
than (2t + 1) ∗ 1024 + (t + 1) ∗ 160 + (t + 1)t ∗ 160 =
(2t+1)∗1024+(t+1)2∗160, since certificate size is greater
than 1024 bits. Similarly, we can analyze the communica-
tion rounds and the bandwidth required for TS-Schnorr and
TS-BLS. As shown in Table 1, due to comparatively lesser
communication, TS-BLS is more applicable for MANETs, in
which the amount of communication is directly related to the
battery power of the mobile devices (refer to [2]). On the other
hand, since the partial signature computation with TS-BLS re-
quires t + 1 expensive scalar-point-multiplication operations
in elliptic curves, we expect that TS-Schnorr would perform
better in terms of the computation time. Hence, TS-Schnorr
will be a good candidate for wired P2P networks where com-

munication cost is not of great concern.
A new member must ascertain the validity of the acquired

certificate and secret share. This is what we call as the verifi-
ability. Also, when the new member detects that its certificate
and/or secret are not valid, it must be able to trace the bogus
partial signatures and/or partial shares. This functionality is
termed as the traceability.

Table 2 compares the costs for the verifiability and trace-
abilty procedures for TS-DSA,TS-Schnorr and TS-BLS.2 Both
TS-DSA and TS-Schnorr require two and t+2 exponentiations
for certificate and share verification, respectively, whereas TS-
BLS uses two tate-pairing operations and t + 2 scalar-point-
multiplication operations which are more expensive. This
means that TS-DSA and TS-Schnorr would perform better that
TS-BLS as far as the verifiabilty is concerned. The same pat-
tern is expected for the traceablity. Note that the verifiability
is always required, however the traceability is only necessary
when a member detects (from the verifiability service) that its
reconstructed certificate and/or share are not valid.
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